Doaa Shendy -- Statement of interest

As I am ambitious lawyer, who are very interested in technology, and believe in its deep impact on the development in my country, And as I trust technology to be the key that will open Egypt to the freedom of speech, and to sustainable development.

Being a participant to ICANN where it is a non-profit organization working for the purpose of enhancing the effectiveness and participation of multi-stakeholders, and where it work to deliver the internet to people in their own language for more sustainability and broader participation of people around the globe, is the volunteer work I’ll always be proud of.

I am writing this statement to express my wish to be one of those stakeholders who are wanting to shape the digital world with an applicable standards to be binding to all world.

I have the passion to gain, share, develop knowledge regarding the digital right in Mena region and for that passion I studied for a diplo internet governance in Mena region, and now I am a Diplo and Hivos fellow.

In addition now I am an internet policy analyst, and write articles about the internet policies in Egypt, especially regarding the internet and privacy laws applicable in Egypt.

Believing in the power of law, and how can law creates a healthy environment for sustainable development, and as I spent the last 10 years of my life studying and practice law, I would like to express my desire to be an individual participant with ICANN Accountability